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Content: Homepage 

Intended URL: / 

Current URL: same 

Title Tag: LifeValet | Accessibility Products for Interior Design 

Meta Description: LifeValet transforms accessibility products that you’ve had to live with into fixtures and accessories you can’t live without 
-- for home and commercial spaces. 

{Hero section with image or video. Maybe show off different products in action.} 

 

 

Safety, meet style. 

LifeValet transforms the accessibility products 

that you’ve had to live with into fixtures and 
accessories you can’t live without. We unite 

form and function to enhance comfort, 

safety, and wellbeing. 

 

 

 

 

{Body section} 
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Design without compromise  

LifeValet re-imagines, manufactures, and markets fixtures and accessories for 

residential and commercial spaces. Our products are for architects, builders, and 

interior designers who require accessibility but are unwilling to sacrifice style. 

 

 

 

 

{Gigantic image of BLEND Grab Bar. See                           for an 

example of what I’m thinking. Screenshot below.} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

{As you introduce future products, you can create more sections like 

this to follow immediately after in a vertical stack.} 

 

 

  

BLEND Grab Bars 

Match any room. Fit any layout. 

Every grab bar you’ve ever met has been bland 
and obtrusive. Until now. See why BLEND Grab 

Bars are a completely new approach to creating 

safe and attractive spaces. 

 

 

 

<<See BLEND Grab Bars<</blend-grab-bars>> 
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“Testimonial quotation.” 

Name, Company 

 

 

{The two sections below go together, so you might find a way through design to demonstrate this. Maybe they 

have the same color palette or they’re stacked right on top of one another.} 

 

You want a space that feels distinctive. 

Not institutional. 

You use accessibility products in home and commercial 

projects. Your goals are to improve mobility, provide 

peace of mind, and reduce everyday hazards. 

 

However, traditional fixtures are bulky. 

Unappealing. Inflexible. You need solutions that 

move past these limitations. 

 

 

  

{Maybe an image of old grab bars versus new.} 
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{This could be an image representing manufacturing 

prowess, experience, or the team behind the scenes.} 

 

LifeValet combines form and function 

for greater freedom in your design. 

We are a team of product design specialists 

and industrial engineers focused on 

transforming accessibility. 

 

With more than 20 years of experience in 

manufacturing, quality assurance, and design, 

you can rely on our quality and innovation. 

 

<<Learn about our company<</about>> 
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Be part of the future with accessibility products for interior design 

Insert latest posts, updates, and 

images here. 

 

Insert latest posts, updates, and 

images here. 

Insert latest posts, updates, and 

images here. 

 

Insert latest posts, updates, and 

images here. 

 

{Social Follow Icons} 

 

Let’s make spaces better together 

Whether you have a product question, business need, or design challenge, LifeValet can help.  

<<Get in touch<<Might just move you to the global footer contact form in this case.>> 

 

 

{Global Footer. Possibly include the contact info and email subscription form. See suggestion below.} 
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Contact Us 

 

LifeValet 

PHYSICAL ADDRESS 

PHONE NUMBER 

 

{Social Icons} 

 {Contact form here} 

 
First Name {Field}                           Last Name {Field} 

Company {Field}                                          Email Address {Field} 

Message {Large Field} 

 

 

{Checkbox} Get info about product launches and company updates. We respect your privacy -- unsubscribe anytime. 

 

{CAPTCHA or other spam prevention} 

 

<<Contact<<button to submit>> 

 

 

Sitelinks, copyright, etc. 
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Content: BLEND Grab Bars 

Intended URL: /blend-grab-bars 

Current URL: same 

Title Tag: BLEND Grab Bars | LifeValet 

Meta Description: Match any room. Fit any layout. BLEND Grab Bars are customizable and modular, helping you create a distinctive space 

while preventing slips and falls. 

-- 

 

{Hero section. See                                   and                                    for examples. I used a little of both designs while laying out the copy.} 
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BLEND Grab Bars 

Match any room. Fit any layout. 

Design for accessibility. 

 

{Huge image of selected model. Maybe it will transition slowly between the retractable 

model image and the surface-mounted image until the user selects a model option at the 

right side. Then, it would just show the selected option.  

 

Also, you might want to include the name of the model below the image so that “Retractable 
Model” shows up when the retractable option is on the screen. 
 

You might include a brief gif or video for each as well.} 

 You want a room that feels distinctive -- 

not institutional. BLEND Grab Bars are a 

completely new approach to creating 

safe and attractive spaces. They’re tile-

ready, customizable, and modular. 

Choose from dozens of finishes and 

inserts to compliment your design, or 

apply your own tile for grab bars that 

simply blend in. 

 
Select model: 

X  Retractable      O  Surface Mounted 

 

See finishes: 

{Selectable finishes here.} 

 

<<Tell me when it’s available<<button>> 

 

{FORM EXPANDS HERE} 

 
Receive updates via: 

{Social icons with links go here} 
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{form that appears above when 

expanded} 
 

Receive updates about this and other products 

from LifeValet. Unsubscribe at any time. 

 
FIRST NAME 

LAST NAME 

COMPANY 

EMAIL ADDRESS 

 

<<Get updates<<button>> 

 

{Upon submission, show this message} 

 
Thank you for sharing your information. We’ll 
keep you updated about this and other LifeValet 

products. 

 

 

{Body section} 

 

You’ve finally met the perfect match -- for your space 
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Grab bars have always loved you. 

They gave you independence. Privacy. Safety. They were there at 

your most vulnerable moments and whenever you might have 

made a misstep. 

 

But you could never love them back. 

 

Every grab bar you’ve ever met has been bland and obtrusive. A 
metal monument to function over form. 

 

Until now. 

  

{Image. Maybe that comparison shot from the brochure 

showing the difference between traditional grab bars and 

BLEND.} 

 

 

BLEND Grab Bars fit right in with your plans 
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“Testimonial quotation.” 

Name, Company 

 

“Testimonial quotation.” 

Name, Company 

 

“Testimonial quotation.” 

Name, Company 

 

“Testimonial quotation.” 

Name, Company 

 

 

 

Have them look any way you want 

With a first-of-its-kind customizable face, 

BLEND Grab Bars offer a variety of finishes 

and inserts. You can even apply your own 

tile for a grab bar that goes perfectly with 

your design. 

  

{Image demonstrating customizable front face and different finishes / styles} 
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{Images of both the surface-mounted version and the retractable version.}  

Show them off or hide them away 

Choose from two models. The patented 

surface-mounted version can stand out as 

a design accent or fade into the 

background. The patent-pending 

retractable version is there when you need 

it and gone when you don’t. 
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Install where you need them most 

A modular system lets you angle, lengthen, 

and position our surface-mounted BLEND 

Grab Bars to fit your space. Wrap around 

walls, mount grips at different heights, and 

ensure compliance with building codes. 

 

  

{Image of modular system.} 
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{Images of these features  

Make it easy to keep surfaces clean 

Retractable BLEND Grab Bars have an anti-

mold design and simple-to-sanitize 

features. Drainage holes, angled faces, and 

non-porous materials help keep BLEND 

hygienic and as easy to clean as the 

surrounding tile. 
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Provide peace of mind 

and reduce everyday hazards 

 

People have to feel safe in the space you 

create. That means helping prevent slips and 

falls. In the United States each year: 

 

• Falls makes up about one-third of 

preventable nonfatal injuries. 

• Every year, more than one in four 

older adults reports a fall. 

• One in five falls by older adults 

causes a serious injury, such as a 

broken bone or head trauma. 

 

Sources: National Safety Council and Center 

for Disease Control 

 Grab bars are a simple way to reduce these 

risks. They assist with balance, make daily 

activities easier, and add comfort in rooms 

with potential hazards. It’s one of the 
reasons grab bars are part of ADA standards 

for accessible design in public buildings. 

 

BLEND Grab Bars are the result of LifeValet’s 
rigorous research and testing. Components 

are manufactured from 304 stainless steel 

or aluminum, and BLEND’s unique design 

meets or exceeds ADA safety standards. 

 

 

 

How will you design differently? 

{Here, you might include a gallery of images showing off how the bars are used in different settings, configurations, rooms, etc. Maybe two 

rows of three with the ability to swipe and see more.} 

 

 

https://injuryfacts.nsc.org/all-injuries/deaths-by-demographics/top-10-preventable-injuries/
https://www.cdc.gov/falls/data/falls-by-state.html
https://www.cdc.gov/falls/data/falls-by-state.html
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No more compromises. With BLEND Grab Bars, safety meets style. 

{Huge image of BLEND grab bars}   

Design with more freedom. Make spaces more 

accessible. Enhance your project with BLEND 

Grab Bars. 

 

Be the first to know! 

 

<<Notify me when BLEND launches<<button>> 

 

{FORM EXPANDS HERE} 

 
Receive updates via: 

{Social icons with links go here} 

 

 

 

{Global footer} 
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Content: About 

Intended URL: /about 

Current URL: same 

Title Tag: About LifeValet 

Meta Description: LifeValet creates accessibility products for interior design. We re-imagine, manufacture, and market fixtures and 

accessories for home and commercial spaces. 

-- 

{Hero section} 

 

 

About LifeValet 

 

LifeValet frees designers from the limitations of 

traditional accessibility products. With our convention-

defying solutions, you can create spaces that are more 

customized, inviting, and attractive. 

 

<<Contact LifeValet<<Contact page>> 

  

{Different image from homepage. I like the layout on this page:     

PAGE URL} 
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{Body section} 

A future with fewer limitations for 

designers -- and their clients 

 

  

LiveValet re-imagines, manufactures, and markets 

fixtures and accessories for residential and 

commercial spaces. Our products are for architects, 

builders, and interior designers who value 

accessibility but are unwilling to sacrifice style. 

 

From DIYers and agencies to leading architectural 

firms and international construction companies, 

people rely on LifeValet for greater freedom in 

their design projects. 

 

 

 

 

“Testimonial quotation.” 

Name, Company 

 

A team of product designers and industrial engineers 

focused on transforming accessibility 

LifeValet was created by the founders of NuWhirl Systems Corp, which designs, produces, 

and markets the innovative components that shape the bathing industry. Its team has more 
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than 20 years of experience in manufacturing, quality assurance, and design. The same 

commitment to quality and innovation that made NuWhirl a market leader is the driving 

force behind LifeValet. 

 

 

Innovation 

LifeValet identifies interior design products that are 

essential for safety and accessibility but inaesthetic or 

inflexible in design. Then, we re-imagine them.  

 

By improving their best features and eliminating their 

pain-points, we give designers and consumers an entirely 

new relationship with fixtures and accessories. 

 

  

{Smaller image} 
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{Smaller image} 

 

Quality 

Every LifeValet product is supported by a team with 

decades of experience in UL, IAPMO, and CSA 

certification. 

 

We verify the quality of raw materials and inspect 

100% of the components we manufacturer. We also 

follow an in-house, ISO 9000-compliant program that 

helps us continuously improve our processes. 

 

Design 

At LifeValet, we apply inventive thinking and integrative 

design to our products. This approach transforms 

accessories and fixtures into elegant focal points -- 

instead of aesthetic challenges. 

 

Our designers and engineers work in partnership on each 

project. Together, we take undervalued products and 

recreate them as standout features of a home or 

commercial space. 

 

  

{Smaller image} 
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{Optional section on the team. Maybe list leadership with titles and professional photos} 

 

{Photo} {Photo} {Photo} {Photo} 

{Name 

Title} 

{Name 

Title} 

{Name 

Title} 

{Name 

Title} 

 

 

{Closing} 

Let’s make your space better together 

Whether you have a product question, business need, or design challenge, LifeValet can help.  

<<Get in touch<<Might just move you to the global footer contact form in this case.>> 

{Global footer} 

 


